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Scope and methodology
This report examines the current market for enterprise call analytics platforms and the 
considerations involved in implementing this technology. This report answers the following 
questions:

• What trends are driving the adoption of enterprise call analytics platforms?
• Does my company really need an enterprise call analytics platform?
• What capabilities do enterprise call analytics platforms provide?
• Who are the leading players in enterprise call analytics?
• How much do call analytics platforms cost?

For the purposes of this report, the term “enterprise call analytics” describes software that 
manages the inbound phone channel (including both landlines and mobile phones), from as-
signing call tracking numbers to measuring, monitoring, analyzing, and reporting the result-
ing caller data and campaign results. Enterprise call analytics platforms provide call tracking, 
monitoring, routing, and attribution tools to enable these functions. This report is for market-
ers seeking to optimize inbound phone calls, rather than creating operational efficiencies in 
the call center.

If you are considering licensing an enterprise call analytics platform, this report will help you 
decide whether or not you need to. The report has been completely updated since its Au-
gust 2016 publication to include the latest industry statistics, developing market trends, and 
new product updates. 

This report is not a recommendation of any call analytics company, and is not meant to be an 
endorsement of any particular product, service or vendor. None of the vendors profiled paid 
to be included in this report. Vendors were selected based on their roles as industry leaders 
in enterprise call analytics or because their entire revenue comes from enterprise call analyt-
ics software and services. Enterprise call center systems that focus on operational efficiency 
and are offered by vendors such as Aspect, Calabrio, and SAP are beyond the scope of this 
report. 

Our purpose is to look at pure-play call analytics platforms for large enterprises, with a par-
ticular eye toward how they are managing and monetizing inbound phone calls. Third Door 
Media conducted numerous in-depth interviews with leading vendors and industry experts in 
March 2017. These, in addition to third-party research, form the basis for this report. 
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Call analytics market overview  
Thanks to the ubiquity of the smartphone, phone calls are finally getting the respect they 
deserve as an integral part of the customer journey. Mobile calls now account for 60% of 
inbound calls to businesses, according to BIA/Kelsey, which projects that the number of mobile 
calls to businesses will climb to 170 billion in 2020 (see Table 1).

Table 1: Mobile calls to businesses, 2016-2020
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Driven by “considered purchases” – products and services with high-value price tags in the 
automotive, financial services, high-tech, and travel industries – BIA/Kelsey estimates that U.S. 
spending influenced by phone calls may be as high as $1 trillion annually. This figure includes 
the 25% of offline commerce that BIA/Kelsey believes is influenced by phone calls.

Search represents the majority of mobile calls to businesses, as “click-to-call” and new 
technologies such as voice search/commands make it faster and easier to reach businesses 
over the phone. Google executives report that 20% of search queries on Google’s mobile app 
and Android devices are now voice searches. Google launched Google Home in early 2017, a 
voice-activated speaker based on Google’s Assistant. 

Already, intelligent voice assistants such as Siri (Apple), Cortana (Windows), Alexa (Amazon), 
and Google Now (Android) are used by nearly two thirds of U.S. smartphone owners, 
according to MindMeld research. comScore further predicts that 50% of all searches will be 
voice searches by 2020. 

Thanks to the 
ubiquity of the 
smartphone, phone 
calls are finally 
getting the respect 
they deserve as an 
integral part of the 
customer journey. 
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Social media drives call growth

Social media’s share of mobile calls to businesses is growing more rapidly than search, as 
Facebook expects 37 billion call conversions in 2019. Business calls from native social ads 
totaled 8.6 billion in 2016, according to BIA/Kelsey, and are projected to reach 34 billion in 
2020 – representing one in five business calls from mobile click-to-call (see Table 2). 

Table 2: Business calls from mobile click-to-call, by format (2016-2020)
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Messaging apps and chatbots may also have a positive impact on the volume of mobile calls 
to businesses, although industry experts are still debating the value of those calls. Observers 
believe that the ease of placing orders through chatbots and apps will work best for local 
merchants, such as pizza delivery. 

Vendors focus on analytics, integration  

With so much potential revenue at stake, agency executives and CMOs at enterprise brands 
are embracing SaaS- and cloud-based call analytics platforms to help them understand who 
callers are, why they are calling, and how to convert them into customers. In response, vendors 
have stepped up their education and training efforts, and continue to enhance their platform 
features.  

Capitalizing on the gains made in the artificial intelligence (AI) driving voice search, several 
platform vendors, including CallRail, Invoca, and DialogTech have introduced more 
sophisticated tools to transcribe calls, understand the context of spoken phrases, and infer 
caller tone and intent. Invoca, for example, has partnered with IBM Watson to embed 
cognitive computing technology into its platform for improved call analysis and insights.

Because data security and privacy remain a concern – especially for brands in the healthcare 
market – several of the call analytics vendors profiled in this report comply with HIPAA and 
HITECH regulations. Vendors also automatically redact personally identifiable information 
(PII) and consumer financial information from call recordings and transcripts to comply with 
payment card industry (PCI) requirements. Several companies, including Marchex, offer call 
monitoring and real-time analysis without recording calls, as well. 

Messaging apps 
and chatbots may 
also have a positive 
impact on the 
volume of mobile 
calls to businesses, 
although industry 
experts are still 
debating the value 
of those calls.
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Call analytics platform vendors are also leveraging the growth in native social ads 
and click to call to more seamlessly integrate social and call analytics. In February 
2017, Marchex partnered with Facebook to integrate Marchex’s call analytics cloud 
into Facebook’s social analytics solution. Marchex also launched new products for 
display and video analytics in December 2016, enabling marketers to measure the 
connection between inbound calls and display and video ad campaigns. Invoca 
became Facebook’s partner for call tracking within Facebook’s Ads Manager in 
June 2016.

Telmetrics added Social Dynamic Number Insertion (DNI) to its platform in May 
2016, which attributes calls to specific native social ads on Facebook, LinkedIn, 
Yelp, and Instagram. Marketers can use the data to build richer customer profiles 
and more accurately attribute ROI to their social ad campaigns.

Integration with other adtech and martech platforms remains a priority for call 
analytics vendors. CallRail announced new integrations with PPC campaign 
management platforms Kenshoo, Acquisio, and Marin, in February 2017. 

Foreign vendors target U.S. growth

European-based vendors, including Infinity and ResponseTap, took the venture funding route 
in 2016 to help boost their U.S. business. In February, ResponseTap raised $1.3 million from 
Enterprise Ventures to add staff and accelerate product development. 

Backed by $13 million from Smedvig Capital in September 2016, Infinity hired new sales and 
revenue executives and opened a Baltimore office to expand its U.S. presence.

Venture capital flowed to U.S.-based call analytics vendors, as well. Invoca raised $30 million in 
a March 2016 Series D round and announced a new CEO and Sales SVP.

Selected Call Analytics 
Vendor Funding, 2016

September 2016
• Infinity: $13M

March 2016
• Invoca: $30M

February 2016
• Response Tap: $1.3M

Source: Third Door Media
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Enterprise call analytics platform 
capabilities
Virtually all of the enterprise call analytics platforms profiled in this report offer a core set of 
capabilities focused on call tracking, monitoring, and routing. More specifically, these features 
include:

• Dynamic number insertion (DNI);
• Lead scoring and routing;
• Multichannel attribution (search/social/display/landing pages); and
• Call fraud prevention. 

DNI allows marketers to assign unique phone numbers to different online marketing 
campaigns in order to track the source of a call. When a lead clicks through to a site from an 
online ad, DNI technology displays the phone number that’s unique to the specific search 
engine, webpage, keyword or other source. Vendors offer DNI by call source, online session or 
URL. The rise in mobile has led to increased demand for local numbers or extensions that are 
dynamically generated based upon the site visitor’s location. 

Automated dialers, fax machines, and even computer programmers can hack into carrier 
networks to fraudulently inflate call volumes and revenues. In response, vendors have 
developed proprietary call fraud detection and prevention tools that identify, monitor, and 
block suspicious call patterns and routes. 

Vendors begin to differentiate their platforms by offering more advanced capabilities, often 
requiring additional investment, which include – but are not limited to – the following:

• Intelligent (machine-based) lead scoring and routing;
• Native social network integration;
• AI or machine-based in-call analytics;
• Rep evaluation and training; and
• Native integration with third-party software platforms.

The following section discusses several of these features and the key considerations involved 
in choosing an enterprise call analytics platform (see Table 3). 

Multichannel attribution

Virtually all of the call analytics platforms profiled in this report offer some level of call tracking 
that enables users to attribute the source of a call back to a specific ad, keyword or website 
page.  By tracking inbound calls from their sources, call analytics platforms provide an 
important link between online and offline channels and allow marketers to more accurately 
measure the ROI of their multichannel marketing campaigns. Some vendors are offering 
more sophisticated attribution tools that can identify call sources beyond search – including 
native social ads and display ads that don’t include a click-to-call button. The goal is to more 
effectively allocate spending across marketing channels – and establish a more accurate link 
between online and offline campaigns. 

The rise in mobile 
has led to increased 
demand for 
local numbers or 
extensions that 
are dynamically 
generated based 
upon the site visitor’s 
location.
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Increasingly, machine-
based scoring and 
routing– or intelligent 
routing – systems 
are being used to 
optimally route a call 
to the rep or location 
most qualified 
to close a sale or 
conversion action. 

In-call analytics

In-call (also called ‘on-call’ analytics) analytics describe the analysis of spoken keywords or phrases 
that are identified as either positive or negative “signals” of conversion intent. These signals can 
include the length of time a caller speaks versus how long the sales rep speaks. In-call analytics 
engines use a variety of natural language processing (NLP) and machine-learning algorithms to 
automatically assess calls and score leads. The results can be used immediately to help sales reps 
on the call by using whisper messages (heard through the rep’s headset) that can influence call 
outcome. They can also be used post-call to feed CRM systems and trigger nurturing campaigns.

Intelligent call scoring and routing

Call scoring and routing tools automatically qualify and distribute calls to the appropriate sales 
reps or departments based on variables such as caller source (i.e., website, mobile device, 
search ad), geography, demographics (age, gender, income) or intent. Some of the tools used 
in call scoring and routing include interactive voice response (IVR), which prequalifies callers 
before they are routed to a rep through a short series of automated questions; and whisper 
messages to alert reps to relevant caller data before they pick up the call. Calls can be tracked 
through the system to follow conversion and other qualifying events. 

Increasingly, machine-based scoring and routing – or intelligent routing – systems are being used 
to optimally route a call to the rep or location most qualified to close a sale or conversion action. 

Rep evaluation and training 

Several call analytics platform vendors are rooted in sales training and evaluation – and use 
call recording tools to maximize efficiency in the call center and among sales staffs. Today, call 
analytics sales training and evaluation tools use both human analysis and AI-based machine 
learning to provide scoring/grading systems, script optimization, and real-time alerts that flag 
lost opportunities. Several vendors offer extensive online sales training tools and classes, as well.

Native social media analytics integration

Call analytics platform vendors are leveraging the growth in native social ads and click to call 
to more seamlessly integrate social and call analytics. Virtually all of the vendors profiled in 
this report offer social media call tracking to attribute calls back to social network ads. Two 
vendors so far – Marchex and Invoca – have gone a step further and partnered with Facebook 
to integrate their call analytics directly into Facebook ad campaigns through Facebook’s Ads 
Manager. The feature has become available through Facebook’s Offline Conversions API, 
which enables marketers to better understand the connection between Facebook campaigns 
and offline actions, including phone calls and in-store purchases. 

Third-party software integration

Integrating call analytics data with third-party software systems – including advertising (adtech) and 
marketing technology (martech) – has become essential to creating a unified view of callers, site 
and store visitors, prospects, and customers. Call analytics vendors have expanded the number of 
native integrations available with marketing solutions ranging from Google AdWords and Google 
Analytics (search/analytics), to Salesforce and NetSuite (CRM), to Marketo, Oracle Eloqua, and 
HubSpot (marketing automation), to Acquisio, Marin, and Kenshoo (bid management).  

Virtually of the vendors profiled in this report also offer open application programming 
interfaces (APIs) to facilitate importing and exporting third-party data from external marketing 
and advertising systems. Access to these APIs may or may not be included in base pricing. 
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Table 3: Selected call analytics platform capabilities

Source: Third Door Media
1Native call analytics integration with Facebook ad campaigns through Facebook’s Ads Manager.
2Does not require an API.
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Choosing an enterprise call analytics 
platform
The benefits of using call analytics platforms

Call analytics can play a vital role in establishing the relationship between online and offline 
marketing channels, more efficiently allocating marketing resources, and monitoring and 
improving sales staff effectiveness. Some of the specific benefits of using an enterprise call 
analytics platform include the following: 

•	Marketing campaign optimization. Inbound calls can be tracked to their marketing source 
at the keyword, campaign, and channel levels, and followed through the conversion funnel 
to identify the most profitable sources. Campaigns can then be adjusted to focus on 
sources that resulted in the highest quality phone leads.

•	More profitable budget allocation. Budget can be more effectively allocated to the most 
profitable keywords, campaigns, and channels based upon call tracking.

•	 Improved sales staff productivity. Tools such as IVR and intelligent call routing send high-
value leads to the right agents or locations to close sales more efficiently. Call analytics can 
also reveal inefficiencies that, when improved, can boost key metrics such as lower hold 
times.

•	Better sales staff performance. Inbound calls can be recorded and analyzed to identify 
which agents and sales techniques close the most sales. Training can be provided to 
improve results, where necessary. Whisper messages also can be used to help agents 
during calls. 

•	 Increased accuracy of online/offline channel attribution. By using DNI to track inbound 
calls to their source, call analytics establish the link between inbound calls and online 
keywords, display, social or email campaigns. The data can be fed into third-party 
attribution models for greater accuracy.

•	More unified customer view. Integrating call analytics data with CRM, marketing 
automation, tag management, and other martech systems provides the enterprise with 
a more complete view of each prospect and customer for more relevant, personalized 
marketing.

Enterprise call analytics platform pricing

Licensing an enterprise call analytics platform can be a significant investment, particularly 
for multi-location and enterprise brands with thousands of locations and/or omnichannel 
marketing strategies. The average annual cost for an enterprise customer among the 
vendors profiled in this report varies widely, from $5,000 to $750,000. 

Not every enterprise call analytics vendor requires an annual contract. There may be pricing 
incentives for longer-term contracts, but several vendors allow customers to pay month-to-
month. Virtually all enterprise call analytics platforms are licensed on a software-as-a-service 
(SaaS) basis, i.e. the vendor makes the software available online and is responsible for all 
maintenance and system administration. Pricing is largely based on usage – the number of 

Call analytics can 
play a vital role in 
establishing the 
relationship between 
online and offline 
marketing channels, 
more efficiently 
allocating marketing 
resources, and 
monitoring and 
improving sales staff 
effectiveness.
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call tracking numbers and call minutes used each month. Depending on the vendor, there 
may also be fees for onboarding, custom integrations, and training. Several call analytics 
vendors position their platforms as all-inclusive with few additional costs; other vendors 
present a la carte modular product suites. 

Recommended steps to making an informed purchase

Understanding your current marketing processes, knowing how to measure success, and 
being able to identify where you are looking for improvements are all critical pieces of the 
enterprise call analytics decision-making process. The following section outlines four steps to 
help your organization begin that process and choose the call analytics platform that is the 
right fit for your business needs and goals.

Step One: Do you need an enterprise call analytics platform?

Deciding whether or not your company needs an enterprise-level call analytics platform calls 
for the same evaluative steps involved in any software adoption, including a comprehensive 
self-assessment of your organization’s business needs, staff capabilities, management 
support, and financial resources. Use the following questions as a guideline to determine the 
answers.

1. How much of our revenue (if any) do we attribute to inbound phone leads? If the 
revenue you are already attributing to inbound calls is greater than the cost of the 
platform, then it makes sense to invest in one. For example, if you are in the automotive, 
financial services or telecom industries, your customers have a high propensity to qualify 
“considered purchase” decisions over the phone.

2. What is our process for analysing phone conversations? What kind of data can we 
pull out of calls?  How accurate and sophisticated is your inbound phone data? Can you 
assess the quality of calls at every stage – pre-call, in-call, and post-call? Call analytics 
platforms can provide a depth of call tracking and analytical data that may boost the 
bottom-line impact of the inbound phone channel.

3. What call analytics capabilities does our organization need? Prioritize the available 
call analytics features based on your most pressing business needs. Do you need to 
get started with basic call tracking data? Or to send reports to your clients (if you are 
an agency)? Are call conversions, missed opportunities or other on-call metrics most 
important? Or are pre-call tools, such as intelligent IVR and call routing more critical to 
your goals? 

4. Who will use the platform? At what level in the organization will it be managed? 
C-level buy in and appropriate staffing are crucial to the effectiveness of any call analytics 
platform. Increasingly, platforms such as call analytics are being managed by the CMO – 
and not the CTO. In either case, without the proper skilled human resources in place, the 
platform can end up becoming an expensive reservoir of untapped data with unfulfilled 
potential to increase revenue and improve customer experiences with your brand. 

5. How much training will we need? Different platform vendors provide different levels 
of customer service – from self-serve to full-serve – and strategic consulting services. It’s 
important to have an idea of where you fall on the spectrum before interviewing potential 
partners. Training is essential. If the organization chooses not to hire internal staff, then 
serious consideration should be made to use add-on or third-party consulting services.

Understanding 
your current 
marketing processes, 
knowing how to 
measure success, 
and being able to 
identify where you 
are looking for 
improvements are 
all critical pieces of 
the enterprise call 
analytics decision-
making process. 
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6. Can we successfully integrate a call analytics system with our existing systems? Many 
enterprises work with different partners for email, ecommerce, CRM, social media, paid 
search, SEO, and display advertising.  Investigate which systems the call analytics vendor 
integrates with – whether natively or via API – and find out if they offer seamless reporting 
and/or execution capabilities with outside vendors. 

7. What are our reporting needs? What information do marketing managers, salespeople, 
customer support teams, and IT departments require to improve decision making? You 
want to know the specific holes in your current reporting that will be filled by additional 
functionality, and more importantly, you want to be sure that that extra information will 
drive better decisions and ultimately more revenue and profit for your business.

8. What is the total cost of ownership? Enterprise call analytics platforms use on-demand 
pricing, meaning customers pay a monthly subscription price that will vary by usage. The 
majority of vendors profiled in this report charge for both phone numbers and minutes. 
Some have platform and onboarding fees, and some do not. Close examination of feature 
requirements will also be necessary, as modular pricing models mean vendors vary in their 
inclusion of some features as standard or add-on.

9. How will we define success? What KPIs do we want to measure and what decisions 
will we be making based on call analytics data? You should set in advance your 
businesses’ goals for the call analytics platform to be able to benchmark success later on. 
Without them, justifying the expense of the platform or subsequent marketing campaigns 
to C-suite executives will be difficult.

Step Two: Identify and contact appropriate vendors 

Once you have determined that enterprise call analytics software makes sense for your 
business, spend time researching individual vendors and their capabilities by doing the 
following:

• Make a list of all the call analytics capabilities you currently have, those that you would like 
to have, and those that you can’t live without. This last category is critical, and will help you 
avoid making a costly mistake.

• Take your list of capabilities and then do some research. The “Resources” section at the 
back of this report includes a list of blogs, reports, and industry research that will help. 
(Many of the vendors profiled in this report also provide whitepapers and interactive tools 
that can help.)

• Narrow your list down to those vendors that meet your criteria. Submit your list of the call 
analytics capabilities you’ve identified, and set a timeframe for them to reply.

• Decide whether or not you need to engage in a formal RFI/RFP process. This is an 
individual preference, however be sure to give the same list of capabilities to each vendor 
to facilitate comparison. 

The most effective RFPs only request relevant information and provide ample information 
about your brand and its call analytics needs. It should reflect high-level strategic goals and 
KPIs. For example, mention your company’s most important KPIs and how you will evaluate 
the success of your call analytics efforts. Include details about timelines and the existing 
digital technology you have deployed.

You should set 
in advance your 
businesses’ goals 
for the call analytics 
platform to be 
able to benchmark 
success later on.
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When written properly, an RFP will facilitate the sales process and ensure that everyone 
involved on both sides come to a shared understanding of the purpose, requirements, 
scope, and structure of the intended purchase. From the RFP responses, you should be able 
to narrow your list down to three or four platforms that you’ll want to demo.

Step Three: Scheduling the demo

Set up demos with your short list of vendors within a relatively short timeframe after 
receiving the RFP responses, to help make relevant comparisons. Make sure that all potential 
internal users are on the demo call, and pay attention to the following:

• How easy is the platform to use?
• Does the vendor seem to understand your business and your marketing needs?
• Are they showing you your “must-have” features?

The questions to ask each vendor include:

About phone numbers
• Do you offer both local and toll-free numbers? Do you have any international coverage? 
• Can you support mobile callers by supplying local numbers or extensions that are 

dynamically generated based upon the site visitor’s location?
• How do you clean your numbers? What is the number quarantine period you use before 

reissuing them?
• Are our phone numbers portable? In other words, do we own the numbers and can take 

them with us if this relationship doesn’t work out?
• What type of call fraud detection and prevention tools do you have in place? Are they 

included in pricing? Or is there an additional spam-control fee?

About call tracking and analytics
• What is the breadth of your call tracking capabilities? Do you provide keyword- and session-

based tracking? 
• How do you provide in-call analytics that can help us score and optimize leads during the 

call? With an automated engine? Or through manual (human) analysis?
• Does the platform use intelligent call routing to automatically route inbound calls based on 

caller location, business hours, and/or staffing?
• Does the platform enable other marketing automation capabilities, such as automatically 

generating online display or email nurturing campaigns?
• Do you offer whisper messages to announce caller sources or other valuable information to 

our agents before accepting the call?
• Do you record calls? How long are call recordings available to us?
• Do you comply with HIPAA and PCI requirements? Is PII automatically redacted from 

transcripts and recordings?
• How does the platform enable multichannel attribution?
• Do you offer native, off-the-shelf integrations with third-party systems such as search, web 

analytics, CRM or marketing automation platforms? If so, which ones?

About infrastructure and onboarding
• What makes this platform technically unique from all the others?
• How difficult is platform set up and implementation? How long will it take for us to be up 

and running on the system?
• What is your service reliability guarantee? What telecom carriers do you work with?
• Do you manage proprietary telephony infrastructure or are you white labeled? 
• How scalable is the platform? How many calls can it handle? How many have been 

successfully processed? 

Set up demos with 
your short list of 
vendors within a 
relatively short 
timeframe after 
receiving the RFP 
responses, to help 
make relevant 
comparisons.
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About pricing and support
• What is pricing based on? What features are included? Are there additional fees (consulting, 

add-on features, API, quotas)?
• What is the minimum contract length? Is there a short-term contract or an ‘out’ clause if 

things don’t work out?
• Can your platform be white labeled for agencies or multi-location marketers?
• Who will be the day-to-day contact?
• Who pays if your system/team makes an error?
• What kind of customer support is available? Can I pick up the phone to report problems?

About the vendor’s strategic direction
• Do you have other clients in my vertical?
• How does the company handle requests for product modifications?
• What new features are you considering? What’s the long-term roadmap and launch dates?

Step Four: Check references, negotiate a contract

Before deciding on a particular vendor, take the time to speak with several customer 
references, preferably individuals in a business similar to yours. The enterprise call analytics 
vendor should be able to supply you with several references if you cannot identify ones 
yourself. Use this opportunity to ask any additional questions, and to find out more about 
any questions that weren’t answered during the demo. Make sure that the person you’ve 
been referred to is someone who is a primary user of the platform. Consider also asking 
these basic questions:

• Why did you move to an enterprise call analytics platform?
• Why did you select this platform over others?
• Has this platform lived up to your expectations?
• How long did the system take to implement?
• Who was involved in the implementation?
• Are you also using additional tools for attribution or marketing automation?
• Were there any surprises that you wish you’d known about beforehand?
• Where have you seen the most success? The biggest challenges?
• How are you measuring your own success?
• Has the overall implementation provided positive ROI, including all costs (i.e., license, man-

hours, etc.)?
• What is the most useful, actionable (favorite) report the platform generates?
• How easy was the set-up process and how long? Did the vendor help?
• How responsive is customer service?
• Has there been any down time?
• What do you wish they did differently?
• Why would you recommend this platform?

Although not all vendors require an annual contract, many do. Once you’ve selected a 
vendor, be sure to get in writing a list of what technology and support are covered in the 
contract. Ask about what kinds of additional fees might come up:

• Are there charges for custom integrations or API access? If so, how much? 
• What is the hourly charge for engineering services, and is there a minimum? 
• What partner organizations are available to install and integrate the tool? 
• If we need to train a new hire mid-year, what will that cost? 
• What is the “out” clause? 

Before deciding on 
a particular vendor, 
take the time to 
speak with several 
customer references, 
preferably individuals 
in a business similar 
to yours.
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Obtaining the answers to these types of questions up front – and having them in writing – 
will ensure fewer surprises or additional costs down the road.

Conclusion
The flood of mobile calls to U.S. businesses continues unabated, changing the way 
enterprise brands view the telephone as an inbound marketing channel. Call analytics 
platforms have evolved to provide enterprise marketers with tools to efficiently collect, 
store, analyze, and act upon the caller data that can be captured from the growing volume 
of inbound calls. Although CMOs are more empowered to make enterprise technology 
decisions, they face increasing pressure to demonstrate the ROI of each of their marketing 
expenditures, making channel attribution a critical capability. Most call analytics product 
suites include call tracking and analytics, call recording, keyword tracking and attribution, 
in-call analytics, call scoring and routing, and fraud prevention tools to help marketers better 
allocate resources and measure marketing campaign ROI. 

Every enterprise is unique and at a different level of maturity in its website, social, mobile, 
and multichannel marketing efforts. It is important to carefully weigh current analytics needs 
against future goals when evaluating the return on call analytics investments. Choosing 
the right vendor means you’ll need to conduct a comprehensive self-assessment of your 
organization’s business needs, staff capabilities, management support, and financial 
resources. The result can be a long-term, effective partnership that boosts both revenue and 
profit for your marketing organization.  n
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Target customer

• SMBs, agencies, directories, and enterprises in a wide range of vertical markets.

Key customers

Dealership IDS Corp.
ER Rooter
Goteq
Home Advisor Inc.
Nonstop Locksmith (Chicago) 
Solara

Key executives

David Dovman, CEO
Yossi Assaraf, CFO
Alex Babiak, CTO

Company overview

• Founded in 2011.
• Self-funded. 

Product overview

• Cloud-based call tracking platform that analyzes ad campaign results by linking 
inbound calls to specific ads, websites, mobile, and offline campaigns.

Calls tracked by source and geography.
Call recording and call logs to evaluate rep performance.
Whisper messages to provide reps with caller information immediately before a 
call.

• Dynamic click-to-call button for mobile websites.
Call Booster follows visitors as they browse the site.

• Dedicated agency platform utilizes a pay-per-call model to offer account level 
management, call recording, cross-client reporting, custom call scoring, and call 
statistics (i.e., valid, dropped, busy).

Advertising agencies can offer pay-per-call and join affiliate products to their 
clients under a white-label suite.
Affiliate commission calculation and dedicated affiliate account. 
Pay-per-call billing system allows users to charge clients per-call cost and bill 
them automatically.

• Email tracking service instantly generates unique email addresses for any landing 
page or contact form.

Includes incoming email reports, mail routing, counting and validation, and 
multiple mail groups and destinations.

• SMS service allows users to send and receive SMS to the AddSource platform using 
the numbers under their account.

AddSource
Derech HaAtsma’ut 39 
Haifa, Israel  3303320 
www.addsource.com

U.S. Headquarters
1001 SW 5th Avenue
Portland, OR  97204
(T) 866-524-6699

http://www.addsource.com
http://www.addsource.com
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Product Details
In-call analytics  

• Post-call analysis features.
• Custom auto-validation rules based on 

call duration. 
• Identifies repeat calls.

Social media/messaging

• Users can track calls from social media 
such as Facebook by placing call-
tracking number behind click-to-call 
button.

• Standalone messaging solution enables 
users to send and track SMS messages 
using number assigned to their 
account.

Maximum 160 characters.

Marketing automation

• Platform enables marketing agencies 
to identify valid, billable calls driven 
by their marketing efforts, according 
to preset terms (e.g. no repeat calls, 
minimum duration 30 seconds).

Reporting

• Real-time Smart Call reports track and 
measure call volume and ad campaign 
effectiveness.

• Reports exported as PDF, Excel or CSV 
files.

Third-party software integration

• Developing Google API.

Pricing and support 

• Pricing is pay-as-you-go based on 
volume of phone numbers and minutes 
(volume discounts available).

Ranges from $3/month for up to 10 
numbers to $1.50/month for 21-50 
numbers.
Additional charge of 6¢/minute.

• Free 30-day trial available.
• No annual contract required.
• Included standard support during 

normal business hours (9am-5pm 
weekdays).

• 24/7 online chat and email support.

AddSource
Derech HaAtsma’ut 39 
Haifa, Israel  3303320 
www.addsource.com

U.S. Headquarters
1001 SW 5th Avenue
Portland, OR  97204
(T) 866-524-6699

http://www.addsource.com
http://www.addsource.com
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Target customer

• Startups, enterprise brands, multi-location franchises, marketing agencies, and 
Fortune 500 organizations across all verticals, including home services, professional 
services, manufacturing, automotive, financial services, and hospitality. 

Key customers

Cox Business
Precision Door
Sears Home Services
Speedy Cash
Textron Aviation
Value Place

Key executives

Will Steinhoff, President and CEO
Deborah Autry, CFO
TJ Frevert, VP, Product and Technology
Todd Miller, VP, Sales

Company overview

• Founded in 2001.
• Privately held, no outside investment.
• 40-plus employees.
• Serves North America (U.S. and Canada).
• Additional sales offices in FL and OK.

Product overview

• Call tracking, recording, monitoring, and measurement platform focused on 
marketing performance and ROI.

HIPAA compliant.
• Online-to-offline conversion tracking using dynamic number insertion (DNI) to tie 

website visitors to phone calls.
Reporting at visitor, keyword, campaign, channel, and device levels.
Landing page performance and A/B testing.

• Advanced call routing by location, custom interactive voice response (IVR), Follow Me 
routing and more.

• Provides broadcast messaging and automated calls for appointment reminders and 
other scheduling apps.

• Phone call survey system enables businesses to analyze customer interactions in 
detail and determine customer sentiment.

• Customer Recovery product monitors lost phone opportunities to route them back to 
qualified reps for a second chance at closing the lead.

• #Protect and Protect+ products safeguard caller security by redacting sensitive 
financial information from call recordings to comply with regulations and PCI 
requirements.

• Reputation Score Blacklisting automatically stops unwanted callers from connecting.

Callcap
125 N. Emporia, Suite 201
Wichita, KS  67202
(T) 866-362-9452
www.callcap.com

http://www.callcap.com
http://www.callcap.com
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Product Details
In-call analytics

• Utilizes human analysis to score calls 
within 15 minutes or less after call 
completion.

• Call scoring factors are customizable by 
client.

Social media/messaging

• Call tracking numbers available for 
social media ads; no direct integration 
for analytics. 

Marketing automation

• Displays targeted on-screen offers 
when website visitors call.

• New leads insert automatically into 
Salesforce via API.

• Revenue update API enables 
businesses to automate updates of per-
call revenue earned, which feeds into 
ROI dashboards and reports.

• Rapid Response product enables 
businesses listed in shared lead 
systems to automatically place a phone 
call connecting the customer to the 
business instantly after the service 
request form is completed.

Reporting

• Reporting dashboard shows Caller ID 
and demographics, and allows users to 
listen to call recordings.

• Customizable report builder enables 
users to choose from analytics menu to 
build reports.

• Daily, weekly or monthly report delivery. 
• Role-based account security.

Third-party software integration

• Native integration with Google 
Analytics, AdWords, DoubleClick, 
and Kenshoo to track online-to-offline 
phone call conversions for organic and 
paid search campaigns.

• API available to push or pull data into 
CRMs and marketing automation 
platforms.

• WordPress plug-in for easy 
management of dynamic numbers and 
web tracking.

Pricing and support

• Pricing starts at $79/month and 
includes five phone numbers and 250 
minutes of usage.

Unlimited website user accounts. 
• Volume discounts for phone numbers 

and add-on features available.
Call recording and web tracking 
included with each phone number.
Call monitoring, scorecards, 
surveys, and broadcasts are 
additional. 

• Limited free trial available.
• 24/7 customer support included.

Callcap
125 N. Emporia, Suite 201
Wichita, KS  67202
(T) 866-362-9452
www.callcap.com

http://www.callcap.com
http://www.callcap.com
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Target customer

• Data-driven marketers across all industries.

Key customers

AdTaxi
Money Mailer
Netsertive
Ochsner Health System
OEO Lighting

Key executives

Andy Powell, Co-founder and CEO
Kevin Mann, Co-founder and CTO
Lance Weatherby, VP, Sales and Marketing
Mike Eis, CFO

Company overview

• Founded in 2011.
• 80-plus employees.
• Raised $1.9 million in a January 2015 Series A round that included Canal Partners, 

BLH Venture Partners, and angel investors Wain Kellum and Reggie Bradford.
• Currently serves more than 50,000 businesses. 

Product overview

• Measures call conversions from digital and offline marketing campaigns including 
PPC keywords; Facebook social tracking; Google, Yahoo!, and Bing paid and 
organic search; online directories and web referrals; print ads and yellow pages; 
direct mail; billboards; and broadcast ads. 

Both keyword and source tracking capabilities.
• Dynamic number insertion (DNI) automatically displays custom tracking phone 

numbers to targeted audiences.
• Call Flow Builder provides call routing through menus, schedules, round robin, and 

custom routing capabilities including geo-routing that allows you to automatically 
route callers to the closest business location.

• CallScore uses machine learning technology that instantly qualifies and classifies 
phone calls to distinguish which of them are sales-ready.

• Softphone allows you to make and receive phone calls directly from your browser. 
• Mobile Apps enables call tracking on your Android and iOS smartphones to view 

call activity, listen to recordings, and place outbound calls from tracking phone 
numbers.

• Call recording and whisper messages for lead qualification and context before a 
call begins.

• Privacy features for healthcare practices that meet the requirements of HIPAA and 
HITECH regulations.

CallRail
100 Peachtree Street, Suite 2700
Atlanta, GA 30303
(T) 866-331-6887
www.callrail.com

http://www.callrail.com
http://www.callrail.com
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Product Details
In-call analytics

• Uses machine learning analytics, call 
meta-data, and transcriptions to qualify 
leads. 

Social media/messaging

• SMS messaging capabilities to send 
and receive text messages using 
tracking phone numbers through the 
CallRail dashboard.  

• SMS Analytics view dashboard reports 
on how many clicks your click-to-text 
ads are receiving. 

• Forms track online form submission 
down to the PPC keyword level.

Marketing automation

• Automated call scoring built on 
CallRail’s in-call analytics technology 
provides the ability to choose criteria 
and keywords by industry and 
instantly mark calls as leads upon call 
completion.

• Integration Triggers allow you to 
decide which data to send to third-
party integrations. 

Reporting

• Provides call acquisition, behavior, 
and conversion analysis through visual 
graphs, charts, and downloadable call 
logs. 

• Lead Classification and Lead Funnel 
reporting provides a breakdown of 
callers marked as good leads, visually 
illustrating lead flow.

• Granular reporting with All Filters 
drop-down menu to apply multiple 
filters to activity dashboard and 

reports.
• Account Center for users who want 

admin access to multiple accounts 
through one email address. 

• Printable and PDF report functionality. 
• White label and co-branded reports 

available.

Third-party software integration

• Native integration with Google 
Analytics and AdWords; Optimizely 
(analytics); VWO and Unbounce 
(conversion optimization); HubSpot 
and Marketo (marketing automation); 
FullStory (user experience); HipChat 
and Slack (collaboration); Salesforce 
and PipelineDeals (CRM); and 
Acquisio, Marin and Kenshoo (PPC bid 
management). 

• WordPress plug-in for easy DNI.
• More than 300 integrations available 

via Zapier.
• API for connecting your system directly 

for data surrounding your call tracking 
phone numbers.

Pricing and support

• SaaS-based pricing starts at $30/
month for unlimited users; custom 
quotes for high-volume customers.

• No setup fees.
• 14 day free trial/30-day free trial. 
• No annual contract required.
• White labeling and custom domain 

names available to agencies for $130/
month.

• Setup, email, and phone support 
during business hours included in 
pricing.

CallRail
100 Peachtree Street, Suite 2480
Atlanta, GA 30303
(T) 866-331-6887
www.callrail.com

http://www.callrail.com
http://www.callrail.com
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Target customer

• SMBs, enterprise brands, OEMs, and multi-location marketers in the media and 
publishing, automotive, financial services, home improvement, healthcare, and 
franchise industries.

Key customers

Champion Windows
Chrysler 
Cox (DealerTrack)
Ingersoll Rand (Trane, American Standard)
Sonic Automotive Group
Starkey Laboratories

Key executives

Elliot Leiboff, COO
Tim Gomoll, Chief Revenue Officer
Jason Scinocca, CTO

Company overview

• Founded in 1991 as RentLine, a phone-based, real-estate rental marketplace.
• Tracks more than two million ads each month for tens of thousands of businesses 

throughout the U.S., Canada, and Australia.
• Acquired Convirza’s phone coaching and training division in February 2015 in a 

transaction that also included selling part of its media and publishing business to 
Convirza to focus on core automotive, healthcare, and home services verticals.

Product overview

• Call tracking, training, and coaching platform focused on sales performance 
management. 

CallTrack® captures and identifies call numbers, locations, and sources; records 
calls for review.

 � Local, toll-free, and vanity numbers available.
 � Dynamic Number Insertion (DNI) available.
 � Call recordings are encrypted. 

• DealSaver® sends a prompt alert to management each time an appointment was not 
booked for a potential revenue opportunity.

• Telephone Performance Analysis® (TPA) is an employee evaluation tool that analyzes 
agent sales/customer service skills by reviewing and grading sales calls based on 
specific criteria. 

• Identifies areas for targeted training courses to improve sales and customer care 
performance where appropriate.

• Our University® is a customizable Learning Management System (LMS) that interfaces 
with customer HR or payroll software and serves as a central database of employee 
online and classroom training.

• CallShield is a cloud-based fraud detection and prevention service that blocks 
telephone hacking and computer-generated spam calls. 

• Call Coaching uses actual recorded calls to build call handlers’ skills and increase call-
to-appointment rates. 

CallSource
5601 Lindero Canyon Road, 
Suite 200
Westlake Village, CA 91362
(T) 877-225-5768
www.callsource.com

http://www.callsource.com/
http://www.callsource.com
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Product Details
In-call analytics

• Available through CallProcessing® tool 
and focused on analyzing lead quality 
as well as rep performance, closing 
ratios, and business performance 
benchmarked against vertical industry.

Social media/messaging

Not available.

Marketing automation

• LeadScore® reviews, sorts, and filters 
out non-prospects from tracked calls.

• Leads forwarded to CRM or lead 
management tools for improved cost-
per-lead analysis and sales conversion 
percentages.

Reporting

• LeadMetrix® uses patented technology 
and live analysis to report and analyze 
channel ROI and compare results 
against best practices across vertical 
industries.

Key metrics include cost per lead 
by ad source, as well as lead 
conversion rate by employee.

• LeadScore® reports include number of 
actual leads per source and average 
agent time spent on sales calls.

• DealSaver® mobile app reviews 
inbound calls and sends real-time 
alerts to users’ mobile devices when 
lost leads or missed opportunities are 
identified. 

Alerts deliver contact information 
and call recordings.

Third-party software integration

• API for integration with CRM and 
marketing automation systems.

Pricing and support

• Pricing ranges from $399/month 
to $1,299/month and is based on 
the volume of phone numbers and 
minutes.

• One-time setup fees range from $149 
to $349.

• Free trials not available.
• Annual contract not required (discount 

is available for those who sign one).

CallSource
5601 Lindero Canyon Road, 
Suite 200
Westlake Village, CA 91362
(T) 877-225-5768
www.callsource.com

http://www.callsource.com/
http://www.callsource.com
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Target customer

• Mid-market businesses, advertising/marketing agencies, addiction centers, law 
offices, healthcare providers, and multi-location franchise marketers.

Key customers

SearchKings
ServiceMaster
TreatmentCalls
The Goddard School
Toshiba
Tutor Doctor

Key executives

Todd Fisher, CEO and Co-founder
Laure Fisher, COO and Co-founder

Company overview

• U.S. call tracking and analytics business launched in 2008; expanded to international 
call tracking in 2012.

• Call tracking numbers now available in over 57 countries.
• Currently serves more than 30,000 customers.

Product overview

• Cloud-based call tracking, automation, and in-call analytics platform designed to 
easily scale from small to very large implementations.

• Local/toll-free/international/vanity numbers available.
• Numbers held for nine months before being released back into inventory.
• Dynamic number insertion (DNI) and online/offline call tracking.
• Call recording and transcriptions for staff and lead evaluation.
• Post-call audio files and transcriptions can be emailed for accessibility from any 

location.
• Launched Smart Routing in 2016, allowing calls to be routed by availability, schedule, 

agent skillset, location, and caller demographics.
• Call routing features include geo-routing for sending calls to local or nearest 

businesses, call queuing for sequential routing by agent, and interactive voice 
response (IVR) for on-call lead qualification.

• Whisper messages for announcing call recording or menu options to callers, and call 
sources to agents or reps.

• Detects fraud by monitoring call patterns and blocking spam calls.
• Text messaging provides ability to send and receive messages from tracking numbers 

with auto responses and instant reporting.
• Auto Dialer, launched in 2017, automates outbound calls based on custom criteria 

and timeframes, helping teams instantly connect with prospects and customers in 
need.

CallTrackingMetrics
877 Baltimore Annapolis Blvd., 
Suite 207
Severna Park, MD 21146
(T) 888-249-5556 
www.calltrackingmetrics.com

CallTrackingMetrics

http://www.calltrackingmetrics.com
http://www.calltrackingmetrics.com
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Product Details
In-call analytics

• On-call keyword detection to identify 
and set keywords and phrases to tag 
and categorize calls for follow up.

• Post-call surveys enable agents to enter 
caller information post-call to populate 
third-party analytics platforms and feed 
into CTM reporting on incoming call 
quality.

• With transcription turned on, users 
can have the system automatically 
detect the presence of particular word 
patterns on the calls and take particular 
actions if they are present.

Social media/messaging

• Tracks and optimizes social media 
campaign performance.

• Identifies caller online activity and 
social media source pages.

• Logs and reports on text message 
campaigns, with the ability to schedule 
auto-responses.

• Scores text messages as conversions 
and attributes a sale amount.

Marketing automation

• FormReactor (click-to-call forms) ties 
back to ad call tracking, which can also 
trigger a call back.

• Ability to create custom sources, 
including social media sites and specific 
ad campaigns.

• Call tagging lets agents attach 
important information, such as revenue 
generated by a call, to inbound leads.

• Call scoring to rate calls based on 
quality, conversions or custom metrics 
important to a campaign.

Reporting

• Real-time dashboard identifies callers, 
call sources, call volume by channel, 
and sales performance by agent.

• ROI reports provide costs-per-call, 
conversion rates, number of calls, 
revenue generated, and ROI in each 
media channel, with recommendations 
on how to improve revenue.

• Mobile apps enable clients to access 
reports via iPhone and Android devices.

• Calls are matched to website visitors 
and back to the exact ad click, 
campaign, and keyword that generated 
the call.

Third-party software integration

• Native integration with Google 
Analytics and AdWords.

• Direct integrations with Marketo, 
HubSpot, Salesforce, CAKE, Optimizely, 
and WordPress.

• APIs enable integration with Zapier 
(app automation).

• Users can view calls as conversions in 
Facebook.

Pricing and support

• Pricing ranges from $19/month to $99/ 
month and is based on usage volume 
(numbers and minutes).

Enterprise pricing is customized.
• 14-day free trial is available.
• Bulk pricing discounts available for 

high volume usage in excess of 15,000 
minutes/month, 500 numbers/month.

• White labeling and reseller plans 
available with the ability to markup 
pricing and charge clients directly.

• Onboarding includes access to weekly 
webinars, a 12-step starter kit, and 
comprehensive online support center 
with product guides.

• Standard support includes email, 
phone, and chat support.

• Optional premium support provides 
dedicated support engineer, 24/7 
coverage, and response-time 
guarantees.

CallTrackingMetrics
877 Baltimore Annapolis Blvd., 
Suite 207
Severna Park, MD 21146
(T) 888-249-5556 
www.calltrackingmetrics.com

CallTrackingMetrics

http://www.calltrackingmetrics.com
http://www.calltrackingmetrics.com
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Target customer

• SMBs to enterprises and their agencies in the retail, automotive, healthcare, home 
improvement, travel and hospitality, financial services, and real estate industries.

Key customers

Belle Tire
Courtyard Marriott 
National Efficiency Systems (NES)
Money Mailer
Overhead Door
Realtor.com

Key executives

Jeremiah Wilson, Co-CEO and Founder
Jason R. Wells, Co-CEO
J-P Scoville, COO
Nissa Wells, VP, Product

Company overview

• Founded in 2001 as a call recording and phone sales training company.
• Launched as LogMyCalls in June 2012; rebranded as Convirza in May 2015.
• Acquired CallSource’s call tracking, media and publishing division in April 2015 

in a transaction that included selling its phone coaching and training division to 
CallSource.

• Raised nearly $25 million in venture financing, including a June 2015 Series B round 
by undisclosed investors.

• Additional office in Agoura Hills, CA.

Product overview

• A call tracking and analytics/optimization platform providing pre-call, in-call, and 
post-call data via digital tracking, as well as Conversation Analytics® for speech 
analytics. 

• Tracks and analyzes online, offline, and mobile sources.
• Advanced session (visitor-level) dynamic number insertion (DNI) attributes calls 

to individual web sessions, web visitors, online sources, media, campaigns, ads, 
keywords, and webpages.

• Redaction automatically erases sensitive data from call recordings: financial, and 
personal information (e.g. credit card number and Social Security) for regulations 
compliance.

• Whisper announcement plays a brief, prerecorded message to an agent before 
connecting with each caller.

• Workflow management tools create custom roles and platform access.
• Spam Call Protection is an add-on feature that provides automated, adaptive and 

predictive spam protection in real time for inbound phone calls. 
• Omni Channel Marketplace, launched in 2016, is a network that provides direct 

response traffic based on a pay- per-call, pay-per-lead or cost-per-acquisition model.

Convirza
405 East 12450 South
Building 2, Suite L
Draper, UT 84029
(T) 855-889-3939
www.convirza.com

http://www.convirza.com
http://www.convirza.com
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Product Details
In-call analytics

• Conversation Analytics® provides 
intelligent call analysis by leveraging 
speech recognition technology and fuzzy 
logic algorithms.

Analyzes phrases, word frequency, 
caller sentiment, tone, and other 
signals to automatically determine 
call outcomes as well as sales 
readiness, price sensitivity, and 
conversions (i.e., if a call resulted 
in an appointment, lead, sale or 
reservation).
Provides lead scores for every call 
to gauge lead quality and agent 
performance.
Automated near real-time missed 
opportunities, sales, and lead reports 
to enable immediate follow-up.

Social media/messaging

• Tracks all calls originating from social 
media.

Marketing automation

• Marketing automation via workflow and 
rules-based automated actions.

Programmatically allows call data 
to be sent to any third-party SaaS 
solution.
Allows users to automate follow-
up campaigns and workflow rules 
based on call analytics.
Third-party platform events or 
notifications can be automatically 
triggered based on call analytics.

• Calls automatically routed to nurturing 
campaigns via CRM or email based on 
lead quality.

Reporting

• Visual UI and reports focus on charts 
and graphs.

• Over 50 in-call metrics available.
• Customizable KPIs include campaign 

ROI, sales performance, and call 

revenue goals.
• Customer scorecards for evaluating 

agent performance, locations, and 
regions.

• Scoring reports compare agent 
performance, close rates, and follow-up 
actions.

• Reports can be scheduled for daily, 
weekly or monthly distribution.

Report data accessible via text 
messages and email without 
logging into the system.

• Automated “call back” reports for 
missed opportunities follow-up.

Third-party software integration

• Native integration with Google 
Analytics, Acquisio, DoubleClick, Marin, 
and other third-party platforms.

• Webhooks and REST-based API for 
integration with CRM, web analytics 
(Adobe Analytics), bid management 
(Adobe Media Optimizer, IgnitionOne, 
Kenshoo), learning management 
(WordPress), and other marketing 
technology (Act-On, HubSpot, 
Marketo, Oracle Eloqua, and 
Salesforce) systems.

Pricing and support

• SaaS-based pricing plans range from 
$29/month for standard package. 

• Advanced packages priced at $200/
month for mid-market businesses, and 
$1,200/month base for Enterprise clients.

Includes analytics, white labeling, 
DoubleClick integration, spam 
guards, and PCI redaction. 
Pricing includes basic onboarding 
for those paying $200/month or 
more.

• No annual contract required.
• White-label solution available.
• Phone, chat, and email support during 

normal business hours.
• Online knowledgebase includes videos, 

training, product guides, and tool tips.

Convirza
405 East 12450 South
Building 2, Suite L
Draper, UT 84029
(T) 855-889-3939
www.convirza.com

http://www.convirza.com
http://www.convirza.com
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Target customer

• Enterprise marketers and digital agencies with clients in the financial services, 
insurance, automotive, healthcare, travel and hospitality, technology, retail, and other 
industries where phone conversations are important to the customer journey.

Key customers

CDW
Comfort Keepers
DAC Group
HotelsCorp
Sylvan Learning
Terminix

Key executives

Irv Shapiro, CEO
Doug Kofoid, COO
Susan Bryant, CMO
Leon Chism, CTO

Company overview

• Founded in January 2005 as Ifbyphone.
• Acquired Mongoose Metrics in September 2014 for an undisclosed sum.
• Rebranded the combined Ifbyphone and Mongoose Metrics entity as DialogTech in 

March 2015.
• $60 million in total venture funding. Investors include Apex Venture Partners, I2A 

NewSpring Capital, Origin Ventures, River Cities Capital Funds, Spring Mill Venture 
Partners, and SSM Partners.

• Over 5,000 customers in 35 industries, including 20% of the Fortune 50.
• Additional office in Cleveland, OH.

Product overview

• The DialogTech Voice Management Platform (VMP) provides marketers and agencies 
with data and insights to generate more phone leads, increase marketing ROI, and 
improve customer experiences.

• Call attribution down to the keyword and session-level for calls from all marketing 
sources -- including website, paid search, display, social, email, and offline.

SourceTrak dynamic number insertion (DNI) technology attributes calls from 
websites to the visitors, campaigns, ads, and keywords that drive them.
Support for webpages with multiple phone numbers, such as Find-a-Store pages.
Programmatic and pattern-matching algorithms that expire and re-activate phone 
numbers and visitor sessions for more efficient use of tracking numbers.
Local, toll-free, and international numbers available.
Support for Google click-to-call ads.

• Contextual call routing delivers calls to the optimal destination and personalizes call 
experiences based on each caller’s demographics and interests.

DialogTech
300 W. Adams, Suite 900
Chicago, IL  60606
(T) 877-295-5100
www.dialogtech.com

http://www.dialogtech.com
http://www.dialogtech.com
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Product Details
Customer-defined business rules 
for routing by marketing source, 
caller location, business hours, 
product interest, caller history, sales 
agent skill or schedule, and other 
business factors.
Hosted IVR for automated call 
routing and qualification.
Call management apps deliver 
relevant, real-time information as 
screen pops or whisper messages.
Geo-enabled call routing based on 
cell tower triangulation.
Multi-location call routing for 
franchises, retailers, and multi-
location businesses.

• LeadFlow affiliate marketing platform 
provides pay-per-call routing, 
attribution, and management.

• Spam call prevention with a suite 
of proprietary, machine-learning 
technologies.

• Privacy platform for healthcare and 
financial services organizations to 
prevent the capture of protected 
health information (PHI) and personally 
identifiable information (PII) data.

HIPAA compliant.
• Interactive voice notifications 

automate follow-up calls for delivery 
confirmations, appointment reminders, 
surveys, and event promotions.

• Reverse append to add demographics 
such as name, city, and state to caller 
information.

In-call analytics

• Conversation Insight is an analytics 
engine that records, transcribes, and 
stores conversations from calls and then 
allows users to perform detailed search 
and analysis on the calls to evaluate 
sale attribution, caller intent, sales 
agent performance, and overall call 
quality.

• Dialog Analytics is an artificial 
intelligence (AI) solution powered by 
Google and Nuance that leverages 
custom modeling and machine learning 

to automatically categorize inbound 
calls based on what marketers want to 
learn and then allows users to measure 
call outcomes without listening to a 
single call.

Social media/messaging

• Works for all display, video, and social 
media platforms, including paid ads 
and organic posts on Facebook, Twitter, 
LinkedIn, Pinterest, and Instagram.

• Retargets past callers with relevant ads 
and building lookalike audiences based 
on your best callers. 

• Attributes calls from both “Call Now” 
buttons in social ads and consumers 
who visit your website from an ad 
before calling.

• Call attribution data from display and 
social media integrates with analytics, 
bid management, DMP/DSP, CRM, and 
other marketing platforms.

Marketing automation

• Attributes calls from email campaigns, 
whether the consumer calls from a 
phone number in an email or clicks 
through to a website before calling.

• Integrations with CRMs, bid 
management platforms, and analytics 
suites as well as API reporting. 

Reporting

• Real-time reports focus on call sources, 
keywords, volume, duration, time 
received, geography/location, IVR 
responses, and conversion rates.

• Agency and franchise-based reporting 
and accessibility for multiple end-user 
accounts.

• Reports accessible through client portal 
and can be scheduled and emailed to 
appropriate staff.

• Web visitor and call data can be 
acquired using RESTful API.

DialogTech
300 W. Adams, Suite 900
Chicago, IL  60606
(T) 877-295-5100
www.dialogtech.com

http://www.dialogtech.com
http://www.dialogtech.com
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Product Details
Third-party software integration

• Native integration with Google 
AdWords; Salesforce, Microsoft 365 
(CRM); DoubleClick, Marin, Kenshoo, 
Acquisio, IgnitionOne, Adobe Media 
Optimizer (bid management); Google 
Tag Manager 360, Tealium, Adobe 
Dynamic Tag Management, Signal 
(tag management); Google Analytics 
360, Optimizely, Adobe Analytics, 
Convertro/AOL (web analytics), and 
Genesys (omnichannel customer 
experience).

• APIs available for custom integrations 
with additional CRM, marketing 
automation, bid management, web 
analytics, and other systems.

Pricing and support

• SaaS-based pricing for enterprise-scale 
solutions starts at $5,000/month and is 
based upon customer needs and call 
volume.

• Includes onboarding, training, and 
phone and email support during 
business hours.

• Flexible contract options, including 
annual and monthly contracts.

• Strategic consulting focused on 
optimizing call attribution in marketing 
campaigns available.

• Free trials not available, but pilot 
programs are offered to prove the 
value of the service.

• Managed services available for a fee.

DialogTech
300 W. Adams, Suite 900
Chicago, IL  60606
(T) 877-295-5100
www.dialogtech.com

http://www.dialogtech.com
http://www.dialogtech.com
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Target customer

• Enterprise brands in the leisure, healthcare, education, professional services, 
technology, communications, and real estate markets.

Key customers

British Gas
Laureate Education
Mazda
McLaren Automotive
Promises Treatment Centers
Rackspace

Key executives

Paul Walsh, CEO
Andy Sandler, CRO
Trent Walter, North America Sales Director 

Company overview

• Founded in 2010.
• 100-plus employees.
• Services available in 75-plus countries worldwide.
• 650 brand clients and 200 agencies.

Product overview

• Infinity delivers visitor-level call tracking, attribution, call recording, and integration 
with third-party systems for visibility into return on advertising spend when the phone 
becomes a touch-point in the consumer’s journey to purchase.

• Three distinct product lines:
Infinity Call Tracking provides call tracking, recording, attribution modeling, 
analysis, rating, and routing based on call source.

 � Advanced paid search platform integrations for visibility into marketing 
campaign effectiveness down to ad group, keyword, and match-type level.

 � “End-of-call” rating allows agents to rate calls (e.g., as a lead or a wrong 
number) to understand which calls drive revenue.

Infinity Caller Insight for Salesforce delivers key data about visitor history directly 
to agents in the Salesforce interface (e.g. keyword, page called from, key 
indicator pages). 
Infinity Hosted PBX delivers next-generation business phone systems with 
advanced analytics, reporting, and real-time dashboarding capabilities.

Infinity
London Court, 39 London Road 
Reigate, Surrey 
United Kingdom  RH2 9AQ
(T) 44 0808 250 2096
www.infinity.co

U.S. Headquarters
250 South President Street, 
Suite 10
Baltimore, MD  21202
(T) 888-896-2715

http://www.infinity.co
http://www.infinity.co
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Product Details
In-call analytics

• Uses both machine learning and 
manual analysis to analyze and score 
calls.

Machine-based call routing enables 
call logs to be stamped with call 
route and automatically rates call 
value based on call length (i.e., 
exceeding time thresholds). 
Machine transcription automatically 
transcribes calls. 
Predictive insights use deep 
learning technology to understand 
intention from spoken information. 
This enables classification of a call 
as “Hot Lead” vs “Non-Prospect” 
and is able to recognize positive or 
negative comments.
End-of-call rating allows agents 
to use phone keypad selections 
(customizable) to rate the value of 
each call. 

Social media/messaging

• Tracks inbound calls by social media 
source.

Marketing automation

• Infinity Caller Insight for Salesforce 
passes call data directly and 
automatically into Salesforce enabling 
reps to customize conversations with 
new customers based on real-time 
customer search term, page called 
from, and key indicator page data.

Identifies upsell/ cross-sell 
opportunities by identifying 
keywords used.

Reporting

• Infinity Call Tracking reporting 
platform enables users to view call and 
marketing data by pivoting data from 
the first touchpoint with a business. 

• Infinity Reporting Lens lets users see 
conversions that occurred within their 

applied date filter, using either the date 
of the conversion or the date of the 
click that led to the conversion. 

• Infinity Caller Insight for Salesforce 
enables advanced reporting in 
Salesforce by using a range of new 
call metrics cross-referenced against 
existing Salesforce metrics.

Third-party software integration

• Native integration with 25 digital 
marketing systems including web 
analytics (Google Analytics 360, Adobe 
Analytics, Webtrends); bid management 
(Google DS3, AdWords, Marin, Kenshoo, 
TrafficVance); display (Quantcast, 
Flashtalking, Google DCM); conversion 
optimization (Qubit, VWO, Optimizely, 
DC Storm); CRM (Salesforce); and tag 
management (Google Tag Manager 360, 
Tealium, Ensighten).

Webhooks support Zapier, 
Convertro, and more.

• API available to extract any data from 
system programmatically.

Pricing and support

• Pricing based on volume of calls and 
minutes.

• Two packages available:
Premium Edition: Starts at $1,500/
month.
Small Business Edition: Starts at 
$375/month.

• 12-month minimum contract.
• Average Premium Edition spend 

$10,000/month.
• Average Small Business Edition spend 

$500/month.
• 24/7 support.

Customer success program 
(included in the Infinity Premium 
Package) includes customer success 
team that works alongside the client 
to deliver value and measure the 
resulting change in the key metrics 
important to the business.

Infinity
London Court, 39 London Road 
Reigate, Surrey 
United Kingdom  RH2 9AQ
(T) 44 0808 250 2096
www.infinity.co

U.S. Headquarters
250 South President Street, 
Suite 10
Baltimore, MD  21202
(T) 888-896-2715

http://www.infinity.co
http://www.infinity.co
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Invoca
1025 Chapala Street
Santa Barbara, CA 93101
(T) 877-375-3978
www.invoca.com

Target customer

• Marketers at enterprise and mid-market B2C brands, as well as agencies serving 
industries that sell high consideration products and services, including financial 
services, insurance, travel, telco, healthcare, and education.   

Key customers

Allstate
DirecTV
Frontier Communications 
Mayo Clinic 
SunTrust

Key executives

Gregg Johnson, CEO
Colin Kelley, Co-founder and CTO
Dave Coburn, SVP, Business Development
Ben Sullivan, SVP, Sales

Company overview

• Founded in May 2008 as RingRevenue.
• Raised $60 million in five rounds of venture funding, including $30 million in Series D 

financing in March 2016 led by Morgan Stanley Alternative Investment Partners.
• Additional office in San Francisco, CA.

Product overview

• Invoca Voice Marketing Cloud connects insights from voice conversations to the rest 
of the customer journey by bringing marketing automation capabilities to phone 
calls. Users can:

Optimize campaign performance and drive revenue with custom insights into 
what drives calls, which customers are calling, and what drives call conversions.
Deliver a personalized and relevant experience in real-time to drive conversions. 
Automatically route every caller to the right agent, while providing agents with 
insights to deliver a great caller experience.
Use call data to enhance customer profiles, improve personalization on other 
channels, and trigger automated interactions like cross-sell and upsell messages. 
Expand audience reach with lookalike modeling and custom audiences on social 
and display, and Invoca’s certified pay-per-call partners.

http://www.invoca.com
http://www.invoca.com
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Product Details
In-call analytics 

• Invoca Signal enables marketers 
to automatically capture custom, 
actionable insights from hundreds of 
data points on each phone call, such as 
whether someone is an active shopper, 
a hot prospect, or mentioned a specific 
product but did not purchase.

• Invoca Voice Marketing Cloud 
leverages IBM Watson cognitive 
computing technology to help 
marketers analyze and act on voice 
data in real time. 

Watson provides speech 
recognition accuracy powered by 
machine intelligence, and is PCI 
DSS compliant. 
Invoca redacts all sensitive data 
and analytics, even in cases where 
calls are recorded.

Social media/messaging

• Invoca for Facebook natively integrates 
phone calls with Facebook advertising. 

Provides actionable insights into 
the campaigns, ad sets, and ads 
driving customers to call and 
convert offline. 

• Invoca for Instagram enables users to 
target high-value customers who want 
to have a voice conversation. 

Marketers get credit for the calls 
they’re driving from Instagram ads, 
and they can reach more of these 
customers through retargeting and 
lookalike audiences.

Marketing automation

• Insights from each caller and 
conversation are shared with the 
rest of the marketing stack to ensure 
subsequent email, display, social or 
website experiences are consistent with 
the last offline conversation. 

• Invoca for Adobe Marketing Cloud 

bridges the online and offline gap by 
delivering enterprise call analytics and 
automation across Adobe Analytics, 
Adobe Audience Manager, Adobe 
Media Optimizer, and Adobe Target.

• Invoca for Salesforce Marketing Cloud 
enables users to create a highly 
personalized and consistent customer 
journey by delivering call intelligence 
across Journey Builder, Audience Builder, 
Email Studio, and Data Extensions.

Reporting

• Real-time dashboards and custom 
summary reports provided through 
Invoca Voice Marketing Cloud and 
through native integrations with 
Salesforce Marketing Cloud, and 
Adobe Marketing Cloud. 

• Reports and dashboards include insight 
into which campaigns are driving 
the types of calls marketers want, 
including call volume, call duration, 
top campaigns, signals met, and call 
conversion rates.

Users can toggle between 
campaigns, interact with more than 
60,000 publishers, and drill down 
into each campaign with a variety 
of different views depending on 
needs or goals.

Third-party software integration

• Ecosystem of more than 30 technology 
partners to import and export call 
intelligence into existing technology 
stacks.

• Native integration with Adobe 
Marketing Cloud, Facebook, Google 
AdWords, HubSpot, Kenshoo, 
Microsoft Dynamics, and Salesforce 
Marketing Cloud.

• Webhooks and APIs for integration 
with additional marketing technology 
platforms including Marin Software, 
Acquisio, Marketo, Oracle Eloqua, and 

Invoca
1025 Chapala Street
Santa Barbara, CA 93101
(T) 877-375-3978
www.invoca.com

http://www.invoca.com
http://www.invoca.com
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Product Details
Optimizely.

• Digital telephony integration with any 
session initiation protocol (SIP) platform 
or provider including Five9.

Pricing and support

• Annual contracts required.
• Pricing starts at $500/month and is 

based on monthly SaaS-based licensing 
fee and usage (call) volume.

Average annual customer spend is 
$25,000.

• Pricing varies according to apps 
licensed.

• B2B pricing based on number of seats; 
call usage and analytics are included.

• No free trials.
• 24/7 phone and email support 

included.  
• Dedicated account management and 

training for additional fee.
Add-on professional services 
provide campaign and process 
design services, mobile marketing 
integration, and custom partner 
integrations.

Invoca
1025 Chapala Street
Santa Barbara, CA 93101
(T) 877-375-3978
www.invoca.com

http://www.invoca.com
http://www.invoca.com
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Marchex 
520 Pike Street, Suite 2000
Seattle, WA 98101
 (T) 800-840-1012 
www.marchex.com

Target customer

• Enterprise brands, multi-location marketers, and agencies with clients in a range of 
verticals including automotive, financial services, communications, home services, 
professional services, and the travel and hospitality industries.

Key customers

ADT 
CDK Global
Intercontinental Hotels Group
T-Mobile
YP

Key executives

Gary Nafus, CRO
Ethan Caldwell, CAO and General Counsel
Mike Arends, CFO
Guy Weismantel, EVP, Marketing

Company overview

• Founded in 2003; went public in March 2004 (NASDAQ: MCHX).
• 300-plus employees.
• Acquired Jingle Networks in April 2011 for $62.5 million.
• Previous acquisitions include: VoiceStar (August 2007); Open List (May 2006); and 

IndustryBrains (July 2005).

Product overview

• Advertising analytics company that provides two distinct product lines:
Marchex Omnichannel Analytics Cloud

 � Marchex Search Analytics provides 100% keyword level attribution for 
every phone call from paid search, including directly from click-to-call and 
landing pages, and delivers data natively into bid management providers 
such as DoubleClick Search and Kenshoo.

 � Marchex Display & Video Analytics delivers a view-through conversion 
metric for inbound phone calls to enable digital marketers to measure 
the ROI of programmatic campaigns and integrates with DoubleClick 
Campaign Manager. 

 � Marchex Social Analytics identifies customers and audiences influenced by 
social campaigns and delivers those insights into social media platforms. 

 � Marchex Site Analytics delivers deep insights to help marketers understand 
the customer’s journey to your website and what drove them to call. 
Integrates with web analytics platforms such as Google Analytics and 
Adobe Work Bench. 

Marchex Call Analytics platform measures and attributes sales and consumer 
intent of inbound phone calls from mobile and digital media.

 � Call tracking features include keyword-level tracking and multi-level IVR.
 � Fraud prevention through Clean Call™ patent-pending technology, which 
dynamically blocks more than 90% of robocalls.

 � Detects unwanted call patterns and utilizes penalty-based system to 
prevent inbound spam calls.

http://www.marchex.com/
http://www.marchex.com
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Product Details
Marchex Call Marketplace provides 
a pay-per-call advertising network 
to online advertisers to drive high-
quality inbound phone leads. 

In-call analytics

• Call DNA measures and analyzes 
phone conversations in real-time 
based on speech patterns and signals 
(including factors such as hold times or 
length of time caller speaks vs. rep).

Does not require call recording, 
allowing it to work with industries 
sensitive to recorded phone calls, 
such as financial services and 
healthcare.
Call recording technology 
automatically stops recording when 
numerical information (i.e., credit 
card or social security numbers) is 
detected.
Predictive models forecast call 
outcomes without call recording.
Call intelligence features are not 
conducted by third parties.

• Call DNA Premium, added in 2016, 
delivers full transcripts and keyword 
spotting.

Social media/messaging

• Call Analytics supports direct call 
attribution from native social ads and 
organic placements, including Facebook 
and Twitter, and includes spam blocking 
and conversation insights.

Marketing automation

• Salesforce integration adds inbound 
calls as attributed leads with 
conversation insights, and includes 
spam blocking, data appends, and 
automated call attribution.

• Real-time API allows customers to 
integrate lead data with any marketing 
automation platform, including 
HubSpot, Kissmetrics, Marketo, and 
Oracle Eloqua.

Reporting

• Real-time API allows customers to 
integrate call data, including call volume, 
scoring, routing, and conversion rates 
into internal reporting systems. 

• Call DNA call values reported in 
intuitive, color-coded dashboard.

Third-party software integration

• Native integrations with analytics 
platforms including Google Analytics 
and Adobe Analytics.

• Strategic partnerships with paid 
search platforms Kenshoo, Marin, 
DoubleClick, Adobe Media Optimizer 
and IgnitionOne.

• API for integration with data 
management platforms (DMPs), CRMs, 
and other martech systems.

Pricing and support

• Call Analytics pricing based on usage 
volume (numbers and minutes) or per 
call (additional fees for integrations).

Average customer spend ranges 
from $3,000/month to $500,000/
month.

• Call Marketplace uses pay-per-call 
pricing model.

• Free trials not available.
• Contract length is flexible and includes 

“opt out” clause.
• Onboarding and implementation 

included in pricing.
Included Marchex Institute provides 
customers with data scientists to 
integrate third-party data sources, 
establish data elements, and 
identify call trends.

• Strategic services available to advise 
PPC customers on search, display, and 
mobile ad performance.

• Weekly online training, business hours 
phone support, and 24/7 email included. 

Dedicated account management 
and technical support available 
to enterprise or high-volume 
customers.

Marchex 
520 Pike Street, Suite 2000
Seattle, WA 98101
 (T) 800-840-1012 
www.marchex.com

http://www.marchex.com/
http://www.marchex.com
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ResponseTap Limited
7th Floor, Building 8
Exchange Quay
Salford Quays
Manchester, U. K. M5 3EJ
(T) (0)808 250 8229

U.S. Headquarters
ResponseTap Inc.
One Atlanta Plaza
950 East Paces Ferry Road,  
Suite 1850 NE 
Atlanta, GA 30326
(T) 888-671-2376
www.responsetap.com

Target customer

• Mid-sized and enterprise call-centric brands and agencies, typically within financial 
services and insurance, utilities, travel and leisure, automotive, healthcare, and 
consumer services.

Key customers

British Gas
DealerOn
Hiscox
Mount Sinai Medical Center 
Regus 
Virgin Money

Key executives

Ross Fobian, CEO and Co-founder
Richard Hamnett, CTO and Co-founder
Steve Gardner, CFO

Company overview

• Founded in June 2008 as AdInsight.
• Rebranded as ResponseTap in 2013.
• 80-plus employees.
• Serves 1,800 clients and 750 agencies.
• Additional office in London.

Product overview

• The ResponseTap Call Intelligence platform:
Connects the online customer journey to the phone call so marketers can 
understand call value.
Features call recording and dynamic call routing to relevant teams, departments 
or agents.
Gives agents real-time suggestions to close the sale quicker.
Provides dynamic whisper messages, allowing users to type in a short phrase that 
can be read out to the call handler before and/or after a call.
Tracks Google AdWords keywords and campaigns with reporting tools to 
optimize future campaigns. 

http://www.responsetap.com
http://www.responsetap.com
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Product Details
In-call analytics

• Automatic speech transcription with 
topic extraction and tagging.

• Users can automatically determine the 
outcome of a call based on machine 
learning.

• Data science services available to do 
more of a deep dive into the speech 
data.

Social media/messaging 

• Dedicated phone numbers can 
be added to social media ads; 
clickthroughs from social channels are 
automatically tracked and campaigns 
can be optimized accordingly. 

Marketing automation

• Platform includes sales enablement 
tools that link to the contact center and 
CRM to connect the online customer 
experience to the offline call. 

• Users can: 
Accurately measure the value 
of phone sales within existing 
marketing automation systems. 
Personalize the customer journey 
by combining the phone call with 
online touchpoints. 
Track calls across multiple channels 
to optimize both online and offline 
campaigns and reduce CPA. 

Reporting

• Insight Hub provides fast, intuitive 
reports within a customizable 
dashboard.  

• Standard reports focus on caller 
location, visitor history, call logs (time, 
date, call duration, source, campaign, 
and search phrases), visit information 
(browser, OS, location, IP address, 
screen size), call overview (call volume 
and trends associated with campaigns), 

conversion attribution (aggregated 
campaign counts), and month-to-month 
data comparison.

• Platform enables detailed, historical 
data comparisons. 

• AdWords reporting provides insight 
into which ad groups and keywords 
drive calls. 

Third-party software integration

• Self-service integrations: Google 
marketing apps (Google Analytics, 
AdWords, Universal Analytics, and 
DoubleClick), Marin Software, Adobe 
Analytics, Optimizely, and Salesforce.

• Integration services: Digital analytics 
and attribution (Adometry by 
Google, VisualIQ, and Convertro), 
tag management (Tagman, Rakuten 
Attribution, and QuBit), bid 
management (Kenshoo, IgnitionOne, 
and Acquisio), CRM (Microsoft 
Dynamics and InfusionSoft), marketing 
automation (HubSpot, Eloqua, 
ExactTarget, and Marketo), affiliate 
networks (Cake PHP and OMG), and 
contact center (Avaya, Cisco, and 
iPitimi) platforms.

• API and Webhooks for all other 
integrations; a dedicated integrations 
team available to help with 
implementation.

Pricing and support

• Pricing starts at $270-$2,620/month, 
based on requirements.

• More advanced reporting, integrations, 
and insight (data science) services are 
available for an additional fee.

• Annual contracts and pay-as-you-go 
options available.

• No free trials.
• Support is provided from 4am to 8pm 

EST.

ResponseTap Limited
7th Floor, Building 8
Exchange Quay
Salford Quays
Manchester, U. K. M5 3EJ
(T) (0)808 250 8229

U.S. Headquarters
ResponseTap Inc.
One Atlanta Plaza
950 East Paces Ferry Road,  
Suite 1850 NE 
Atlanta, GA 30326
(T) 888-671-2376
www.responsetap.com

http://www.responsetap.com
http://www.responsetap.com
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Telmetrics
2680 Skymark Avenue
Mississauga, ONT
L4W 5L6   Canada
(T) 800-255-3224
www.telmetrics.com

Target customers

• Local media publishers, enterprise-level search providers, multi-location brands and 
franchises, ad networks, digital directories, and digital marketing agencies across all 
industries.  

Key customers

Autotrader
National Bank
Rollins Orkin
Web.com 
YellowPages 
Yelp 

Key executives

Andrew Osmak, President and CEO
Garrett Dunne, COO
Rami Michael, CTO
Catherine Caplice, VP, Customer Success

Company overview

• Founded in 1990.
• Solution coverage throughout North America and 60-plus countries worldwide.
• Enables, tracks, and analyzes tens of millions of calls, text messages, and other 

interactions monthly.
• Additional offices in Dallas and Washington, DC.

Product overview

• Telmetrics’ open enterprise response analytics platform measures phone response to 
advertising across voice calls as well as text, web chat, in-app chat, emails, form fills, 
and other online and offline channels. 

• Local/toll-free/international phone numbers available.
Hybrid PSTN (Public Switched Telephone Network) and VOIP (Voice over Internet 
Protocol) network provides 100% local coverage in North America. 
New numbers are quarantined before being assigned. 
Numbers are returned to telcos after use and not recycled.

• Telemarketer Call Block™ is a patented tool that identifies and blocks telemarketers 
and spam calls based on suspicious call patterns. 

• Advanced fraud protection algorithms are developed and continuously updated by a 
dedicated engineering team. 

• Call recording provides audio files of calls received. 
• Intelligent call routing determines type of inquiry, requested product or service, and/

or caller geographic proximity.
• AdAlert uses whisper messages played before an inbound call is connected to 

identify calls driven by specific ads. 
• Dynamic number insertion (DNI) provides dynamic call tracking technology to 

measure inbound phone calls generated by multiple campaign types. 
Customers can utilize 1:1 or session-based pooling number replacement. 

• Program management and reporting to support customer pay-per-call campaigns. 
CallMask feature protects pay-per-call program attribution.

http://www.telmetrics.com
http://www.telmetrics.com
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Product Details
In-call analytics

• VoiceTrends™ Call Scoring is an 
automated conversation analytics 
engine that evaluates the entire 
context of the call based on quality 
transcriptions to identify sales leads or 
other custom call types.

Social media/messaging

• Social advertising attribution 
technology, Social Dynamic Number 
Insertion, provides tools and metrics to 
evaluate and optimize performance of 
social media ad campaigns. 

• Facebook integration provides the 
ability to report on social ads within 
the Facebook campaign manager 
environment.

Marketing automation

• Text messaging, including SMS and 
text-to-chat technologies, offers 
lead recovery capabilities, customer 
pre- and post-call engagement 
tools, and sales process optimization 
opportunities.

• Native integrations and APIs available 
for integration with marketing 
automation platforms such as Oracle 
Eloqua, Marketo, and HubSpot.

Reporting

• 24/7 real-time report access and 
scheduling via CallTelligence® 
dashboard or Telmetrics-Connect 
RESTful API.

• Analytics include caller demographics; 
response levels by market, product, and 
campaign; and performance across ads, 
campaigns, business units or channels.  

• Standard and customizable analytics 
reports available for enterprise clients.

• White-label platform available for 
agencies.

Third-party software integration

• Native integration with DoubleClick, 
Google Analytics, Google AdWords, 
Kenshoo, Acquisio, Salesforce, HubSpot, 
Marin, and TapClicks to push paid search 
call response data directly into bid 
management, marketing automation, 
CRM, and dashboard analytics platforms.

• Integration with chat platforms, 
including Slack, LiveChat, and Contact 
at Once.

• Additional caller profile data is available 
through multiple third-party sources 
and includes detailed demographic 
information, behavioral insights, buying 
power, and purchase intent indicators.

Pricing and support

• Customized SaaS-based pricing based 
on usage (call tracking numbers and 
minutes) and value-added features. 

• Average annual enterprise customer 
spend is $50,000-$100,000-plus.

• No setup or onboarding fees.
• All call tracking, analytics, fraud 

prevention, and spam blocking tools, as 
well as onboarding (system integrations 
and training) and API use included in 
pricing.

• Dedicated support includes 24/7 
phone and email.

• Market analytics and data science teams 
provide value-add services including 
data analysis and predictive insights to 
inform the clients’ sales, marketing, and 
product development strategy.

• Dedicated account management 
team to support onboarding and 
partner on additional customer project 
requirements. 

Telmetrics
2680 Skymark Avenue
Mississauga, ONT
L4W 5L6   Canada
(T) 800-255-3224
www.telmetrics.com

http://www.telmetrics.com
http://www.telmetrics.com
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Resources
Blogs

Local Media Watch, by Mike Boland. http://blog.biakelsey.com/

Websites

BIAkelsey.com
Digitalmarketingdepot.com
Marketingland.com
Martechtoday.com
Searchengineland.com

Webinars

Mastering Online-to-Offline Marketing: New Digital Strategies for Offline Conversions, September 15, 2016, sponsored 
by Digital Marketing Depot and DialogTech. http://digitalmarketingdepot.com/webcast/solving-the-online-to-offline-
digital-marketing-dilemma-cross-channel-strategies-to-drive-offline-conversions
 
“Local SEO Strategies for Capitalizing on Voice Search,” July 21, 2016, sponsored by Digital Marketing Depot and Rio 
SEO. http://digitalmarketingdepot.com/webcast/local-seo-strategies-capitalize-voice-search

“Call Tracking and Analytics 101: Tactics to Improve Online/Offline Channel Efficiency,” March 8, 2016, sponsored by 
Digital Marketing Depot and CallRail.  
http://digitalmarketingdepot.com/webcast/call-tracking-and-analytics-101-tactics-to-improve-onlineoffline-channel-effi-
ciency

Research reports

Call Commerce: A $1 Trillion Engine. A CMO Guide to the Click-to-Call Opportunity, published by BIA/Kelsey. www.
biakelsey.com

 Intelligent Voice Assistants – Q1, 2016 User Adoption Survey, published by MindMeld, www.mindmeld.com

http://blog.biakelsey.com/
http://BIAkelsey.com
http://digitalmarketingdepot.com
http://marketingland.com/
http://Martechtoday.com
http://searchengineland.com
http://digitalmarketingdepot.com/webcast/solving-the-online-to-offline-digital-marketing-dilemma-cross-channel-strategies-to-drive-offline-conversions
http://digitalmarketingdepot.com/webcast/solving-the-online-to-offline-digital-marketing-dilemma-cross-channel-strategies-to-drive-offline-conversions
http://digitalmarketingdepot.com/webcast/local-seo-strategies-capitalize-voice-search
http://digitalmarketingdepot.com/webcast/call-tracking-and-analytics-101-tactics-to-improve-onlineoffline-channel-efficiency
http://digitalmarketingdepot.com/webcast/call-tracking-and-analytics-101-tactics-to-improve-onlineoffline-channel-efficiency

